
  
A. Instructions: Underline each common noun and circle each proper noun. Rewrite  
each sentence with proper punctuation. 
  1. josue traded his nissan for a ford.
___________________________________________________________________
  2. we are going to disneyland for our vacation this year.
___________________________________________________________________
  3. my sister mary wants to take our mom out to lunch for mother’s day.
___________________________________________________________________
  4. the policeman was standing in front of the store on hamilton street.
___________________________________________________________________
  5. we went downtown to see the doctor.
___________________________________________________________________
  6. “close the door,” called dad.
___________________________________________________________________
  7. my favorite singer is taylor swift, but my brother loves nirvana.
___________________________________________________________________
  8. you should buy a yorkshire terrier instead of a dalmation.
___________________________________________________________________
  9. i saw paintings by artists like pablo picasso at the art museum.
___________________________________________________________________
10. lily’s school won the presidential award for physical fitness.
___________________________________________________________________

B. Instructions: Review the list of nouns below. Circle the seven proper nouns and  
write them on the lines below with correct capitalization. 
ireland
mr. edwards
orange

school
oak tree
bicycle

maine
german shepherd
computer 

      hannah
      truck
      toronto

telephone
mother
the giving tree

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Name: _________________________________   Date: _________________
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ANSWERS

Ireland
Mr. Edwards
Maine
German Shepherd
Hannah
Toronto
The Giving Tree

Josue traded his Nissan for a Ford.

We are going to Disneyland for our vacation this year.

My sister Mary wants to take our mom out to lunch for Mother’s Day.

The policeman was standing in front of the store on Hamilton Street.

We went downtown to see the doctor.

“Close the door,” called Dad.

My favorite singer is Taylor Swift, but my brother loves Nirvana.

You should buy a Yorkshire Terrier instead of a Dalmation.

I saw paintings by artists like Pablo Picasso at the art museum.

Lily’s school won the Presidential Award for physical fitness.
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